
CASE STUDY

Freshfields shores up its cybersecurity to protect  
itself and clients
A global law firm takes proactive steps in uncovering threats

Situation

Freshfields, a global law firm, helps its clients on a variety of internationally complex matters including mergers & acquisitions, 

tax, commercial disputes, antitrust and intellectual property. To best protect their clients, Freshfields proactively ensures its 

security is top-notch. The firm invested significantly in advanced threat detection and response capability, as well as proactive 

intelligence to determine how networks and technologies could be compromised by threat actors. Due to the clientele and the 

increasing volume of sophisticated threats, the security team at Freshfields knew they needed defenses that were tested,  

ready and strong.

Problem

Global law firms must work hard to differentiate themselves 

in a competitive marketplace. Brand and innovation matter 

tremendously. For one of the largest and most prestigious law 

firms in the world, protecting that brand and reducing risk, 

including cyber, are paramount. 

However, the general lack of skilled penetration testing 

resources often caused delays. Lead times to scope and 

carry out the test and review reports were often seen as 

unacceptable delays. There are also questions about  

whether standard penetration testing really provided the  

depth of assurance needed given many advanced threat 

actors understand how infrequently traditional penetration 

testing is conducted.

Freshfields sought out companies that could conduct quick 

and thorough tests where vulnerabilities were discovered 

and patched in real time. Specifically, developers and testers 

needed to closely collaborate to remediate vulnerabilities.

The service is exceptional; we’re seeing vulnerabilities. The people we are 

working with are exceptional, very approachable. It’s fast, it’s effective, and 

proves its worth internally.” 

MARK WALMSLEY - CISO/MANAGING DIRECTOR, FRESHFIELDS

“
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Results

• Discovered more critical vulnerabilities

• Improved speed of conducting and 

resolving tests making access to the 

market faster

• Used data on vulnerability types 

reported to enhance developer training

• Provided evidence to help reduce 

cybersecurity insurance rates

     

Synack Solution

The Freshfields approach to proactive defense aligned with Synack’s 

continuous security testing philosophy. This, combined with Synack’s 

diverse, ethical and vetted hackers who understand the latest hacking 

and penetration techniques, provided findings and data that mattered 

to Freshfields. The CISO was on the lookout for a partner to help take 

their cybersecurity strategy to the next level. Synack was selected for its 

capacity to rapidly spin up and scale services, its comprehensive catalog 

of testing services and its rigorous screening of penetration testers. 

Before testing began, the Freshfields security team knew their cloud-

based applications would benefit from additional testing scrutiny. They 

put Synack to the test and Freshfields got the results they were looking 

for — vulnerabilities that matter. By analyzing the types of vulnerabilities 

found, Freshfields was able to offer additional training and governance. 

This helped prevent similar, future vulnerabilities from existing.

After proving the model worked for Freshfields, Synack became one of 

two primary pentesters across the firm.


